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Abstract—Nowadays electronic devices are ubiquitous and
their storage capacity has steadily been growing over time. It
is not surprising that acquiring a copy of the storage of such
devices has become a crucial task in digital forensics, resulting
in the development of fast and still reliable tools. In this work
we introduce fastdd, a new disk imaging tool that achieves
unmatched performance while having lesser resource require-
ments than the currently available tools and being designed to
be easily extendable. After reviewing the existing programs for
disk image acquisition, we will compare their functionalities and
performance to fastdd, demonstrating that our tool is fast,
lightweight, hence suitable to be used in embedded devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays electronic devices pervade most aspects of our
lives, as they are involved in making phone calls, browsing
the Web, writing documents, watching videos, listening to
music, chatting with friends and so on. Hence it is not
surprising that in an increasing number of legal cases law
enforcement officers need to analyse the memory content of
such devices while looking for evidences. Pieces of evidence
may include the Operating System (OS) or application log
files, downloaded files, user documents, pictures and any other
kind of digital fingerprint.

Before starting the search procedure, law officers must
acquire several copies of the mass storage to be examined, so
that they can investigate on working copies without the risk
of corrupting or breaking the original support. The acquiring
process, as discussed in [1], is the first mandatory step for
every investigation.

Since during last years the size of mass storage has been
growing exponentially, it is important to create working copies
quickly while keeping a reliable approach. This is precisely the
aim of fastdd; in particular it is designed to obtain several
identical copies of the original data as quickly as possible by
exploiting hardware and OS capabilities. Moreover fastdd
guarantees a reliable copy process, following all best practices
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(NIST) [2], and allows the investigator to perform an early
on-the-fly analysis of data during the copy process.

The aim of this paper is threefold: to discuss the issues
that arise during the design of a disk imaging software, to
compare the main command line open source programs for
digital data acquisition and to introduce fastdd. We will
see that fastdd is faster, more lightweight and more easily
extendable than its competitors, even on very low resources
devices.

Section II recalls requirements indicated by NIST for a
disk imaging tool, while in Sections III and IV describe the
technical aspects that must be considered while developing a
disk imaging tool and the possible implementation strategies,
respectively. Section V describes the approaches followed by
state-of-the-art tools and Section VI explains the structure of
fastdd. Finally, in Section VII we present some compar-
isons with state-of-the-art tools and Section VIII extends the
experiment set considering real-life study cases. Section IX
concludes the paper with some final considerations.

II. NIST RECOMMENDATIONS

A forensic disk imaging software should mainly pursuit one
goal: reliably acquiring an exact copy of the device at hand.
Pointedly, the execution time should of course be as short as
possible. In this section we review NIST requirements for the
extraction process of a copy for forensic purposes.

In 2001, the NIST starts the Computer Forensic Tool
Testing project “to establish a methodology for testing com-
puter forensic software tools by development of general tool
specifications, test procedures, test criteria, test sets, and test
hardware” [2]. Mandatory and optional features that a data
acquisition tool should have, are discussed in more detail in
[3].

The main requirement is that a data acquisition tool should
be able to properly copy all the retrievable data including
hidden data sectors, slack space between partitions and un-
allocated sectors. In case of read errors (e.g., errors caused
by damaged sectors) the copy process should not halt. During
normal operations, all the data are mirrored but in case of
damaged sectors the unreadable data are replaced in the



destination file by a pattern explicitly specified in the program
manual. Finally any error should be reported to the end user.
These features are required for example to guarantee further
unbiased investigations on the working copy, allowing the
officers to know what parts of the copy contain data that might
differ from the source.

Besides these mandatory features, the NIST lists a handful
of other features, whose implementation greatly helps the users
of disk-imaging tools. Features concerning the integrity of the
copy and the file format compatibility are particularly relevant.

The integrity of the copy is guaranteed by computing a
digest of the source and of the output: if these two hash values
match, almost surely the copy has been created properly.
Officers can use the source hash value to quickly check, at
any moment, the integrity of the working copy they are using.
Moreover, if further working copies are required they can be
issued and then checked against the source hash value.

As far as output file format is concerned, in addition to the
widespread bit-by-bit raw copy, NIST suggests the possibility
to store data in further file formats, in order to ease cross-
platform investigations. Furthermore the output image can also
be splitted in several files.

Finally tools should be able to log every single action to
allow the officer to reconstruct the media acquisition process.

III. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

As already stated, the main task of a disk imaging tool is
to copy the content of a device to a file or to another device.
In modern systems the copy process consists mainly of three
steps:

a) Reading: during this step the OS searches the source
data on the mass storage and, then, the required bytes are
loaded – if possible exploiting the Direct Memory Access
(DMA) – into the system main memory.

b) Processing in main memory: once the relevant data
are in main memory, they become available and are possibly
elaborated by the CPU. In particular, during the copy process,
data are not modified and they just wait for being written to the
destination mass storage. Since the main memory is usually
smaller than the source device, the amount of data to be copied
will be splitted in blocks, allocated in buffers which fit in the
main memory.

c) Writing: this step is symmetrical to the first one: OS
prepares the target medium to receive the data to be stored.
Eventually the OS unloads the data from the RAM (possibly
using the DMA) to the destination mass storage.

Now we introduce technical background for the design and
development of an high performance imaging tool.

A. Operating System

We decided to adopt GNU/Linux operating system, since it
has many features which make it an optimal environment for
forensic disk imaging programs.

First of all, GNU/Linux supports a wide variety of architec-
tures [4], including common personal computers and servers.
It also runs on small devices, paving the way to the creation

of small embedded systems able to automatically manage a
digital forensic copy of mass storage.

Moreover GNU/Linux provides many fast, stable and ex-
tensively tested libraries, that can be used to easily write
maintainable programs.

Finally, the mass storage management of this OS is partic-
ularly favorable to our purpose since disks are accessed only
when explicitly required by the user and they are represented
as files. In this way it is possible to avoid unwanted writes
on the considered device, while keeping it straightforward
to handle the copy process, allowing the developer to ignore
whether a file represents a device or a regular file.

B. Disk Access

Disk accesses are the slowest operations of copy process:
the optimization of this part has a huge impact on the tool
performance. Below, we summarize and comment both hard-
ware and software aspects which directly affect the speed of
data handling.

1) Hardware Layer: for a general overview concerning
hard disks, we refer to [5]; analogue concepts hold for solid
state disks [6]. The two major aspects of mass storages are
bandwidth and latency. Latency is the time spent by a single
byte to be read or written on the device, while bandwidth is
the amount of bytes transferred per second from/to the device.

Hardware improvements, such as increased sector density or
faster platter rotation, can lead to better values of bandwidth
and latency. Further solutions are adopted to guarantee best
performance: read lookahead and write cache.

Read lookahead (on reading) greedily loads in the disk
cache the sectors (the basic access units of a device, usually
512 bytes) neighboring those required so they are available
for possible further requests. Moreover, this behaviour, speeds
up the head positioning. Write cache (on writing) allows the
media to return the control to OS just after the data are dumped
to the disk cache. The writing on platters will take place at a
later time, allowing the disk controller to optimize accesses.

In our tests, these two mechanisms give a speed-up factor
of three on the performance of the tested disks.

2) Operating System Layer: Since the OS manages the
devices, it might optimize the disk accesses. The I/O scheduler
and the page cache system are designed to achieve this
goal. Here we just recall the bare minimum required by our
discussion, referring to [7] for a detailed description of the
implementation of these features under GNU/Linux.

The I/O scheduler arranges the execution order of reads
and writes to make it more efficient (sorting them in a disk-
favorable order). Nevertheless the copy of a huge file consists
in a long series of sequential (already sorted) reads and writes.
In this case, our tests show that a simple FIFO scheduler is
enough.

The page cache buffers disk sectors (grouped in pages) most
recently and most often used in the main memory, so that new
future accesses to these pages can be served avoiding new disk
accesses. Note that writes to disk indeed modify related pages
in page cache, which only periodically are synchronized to



disk. In this way the number of physical writes is reduced.
We stress that, since the OS uses the data in the page cache to
represent the disk, these pages must be copied one additional
time in the program local memory to be used.

During the reading operation, page cache can be assisted
by the read ahead mechanism. Similarly to read lookahead
it prefetches, from device to the page cache, data adjacent
to those currently required, in order to speed-up possible
subsequent accesses. Our experiments highlight that, when
small buffers are used, page cache doubles the copy process
speed, at the expense of a considerably larger CPU usage.

In order to reduce CPU load and unnecessary data copies
we can exploit direct access to disk. Avoiding the page cache
system, data are directly available for the program.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

In this section we describe commonly adopted techniques
which effectively use the technical notions of Section III to
build a fast disk imaging tool.

A. Latency Hiding

Since each reading (writing) has a latency cost l, it is
necessary to suitably set the size of the reading (writing)
buffer. Filling a buffer of size b with data transferred from
(to) a device with bandwidth B and latency l yields a transfer
speed of

T (b) = b

(l + b/B)
Bytes/s.

Obviously, larger values of b lead to higher speeds. In Figure
1, we see how reading throughput on a physical disk is very
similar to the theoretical curve plotted using l = 32 msec. and
B = 106 MiB/sec. Such parameters have been empirically
identified.
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Fig. 1. A proper buffer can completely hide the latency with the bandwidth.

B. Overlapping Reading and Writing

Typically a disk imaging tool works on two different de-
vices. This peculiarity can be exploited to speed-up the copy

process since, usually, the bus connecting the devices has
greater bandwidth than the sum of the devices involved.

In this case, the disk imaging program has to handle more
than one buffer in memory. In this way, during the reading
step, the program can fill up one of the buffers while writing
one of the others back to disk.

In particular, using just two buffers, if r and w are respec-
tively the time to read and to write a block, and n is the
number of blocks to copy, the time required for a sequential
copy is ts = n(r + w). In case of overlapped operations, if
r ≤ w we have to = r + nw, while to = nr + w if r > w.
Hence the speed-up is (for large value of n):

S =
ts
to

=
r + w

max{r, w}
.

which is maximized when r = w yielding S = 2.

C. Direct vs Buffered I/O

Page cache and read ahead can significantly increase system
performance; however, a program can explicitly manage disk
accesses. In this way, if the reading and writing operations
are correctly optimized, OS buffering is useless or even
disadvantageous, due to a double copy of the data in main
memory. In this scenario, accessing the disk using direct I/O
is highly profitable.

D. Piggy Back of Other Operations

So far we presented several tricks to reach the best copy
performance. Nevertheless, disk access still remains the bottle-
neck of the process. For this reason if some further operations
on the data are necessary, other than plain copy, they should be
executed while data are still in main memory, avoiding further
slow reads.

In particular at this stage an imaging program can provide
the user with hashing capabilities or a early first examination
of the data being copied.

E. Errors Handling

While the disk imaging program is reading a block, an I/O
error might occur. This means that the hardware is not able
to complete the required operation, reporting an error and
returning the control to the program. Most of the times an
error is due to the read of a damaged sector and the result
of such an operation is non-deterministic: subsequent reads
might return differents bytes.

The situation worsens if the damaged sector is found while
reading a large block, since the whole block is considered
invalid. This leads to a tradeoff between speed and accuracy:
large blocks provide latency hiding and hence give good
performance, while sector-sized blocks offer very poor read
speed but guarantee the best chance to retrieve the most data.
A common strategy to manage this problem is to use large-
sized blocks and, when an error occurs, to re-examine that
block with a finer – sector-sized – granularity. In this way only
a block (and its sectors) is slowly accessed and the chances
to get most data are maximized.



Moreover, buffered I/O might generate unnecessary reading
errors since the OS prefetches data nearby the requested ones.
Hence accessing the file with direct I/O allows a more fine
grained control of the operations.

Note that an I/O error preempts the program for several
seconds (31 by default) and with the just explained strategy a
single damaged sector causes two timeouts. If the disk is very
faulty and bad sectors are sparse, the advantage of reading
faster the healthy parts will be overwhelmed by the double
waits for blocks containing errors. Vice versa, in the common
case of clustered bad sectors only one extra timeout is lost for
several damaged sectors, making this strategy advantageous.

While most tools zero the data read from damaged sectors,
for non-forensic purposes the disk imaging program can
try to iterate the read procedure. In this way more (non-
deterministic) data can be retrieved.

V. STATE-OF-THE-ART TOOLS

Forensic digital data acquisition is a relatively recent need.
Nevertheless suitable tools and techniques have been available
for many years.

1) GNU dd: it has been available for almost 30 years for
Unix-like systems. It can be regarded as the swiss army knife
for the data copy and this is the reason why it fits for the
challenge issued by forensic imaging. GNU dd just copies
bytes from a source to a destination, regardless they are files,
block devices or character devices. Optionally, it can perform
some simple conversions on copied data and it can manage
reading errors. In particular it pads with zeros up to the proper
size faulty blocks, reporting the sequential number of these
blocks on standard error. Morevover it supports direct I/O.

For the sake of completeness, we cite two other programs
that are clones of GNU dd, developed for data recovery:
dd_rescue [8] and GNU ddrescue [9]. Both are tools that
“try hard” to rescue data in case of read errors. They read more
than once damaged sectors, until the read operation succeeds
or the maximum number of attempts is reached. To keep a
reasonable speed they implement the technique presented in
Section IV-E. Both support direct access to source/destination.
We chose to exclude them in our comparison since they
are thought for data recovery, not for forensic digital media
acquisition.

2) dcfldd: in 2002 the U.S. Department of Defense Com-
puter Forensics Lab (DCFL) released dcfldd [10], a fork of
GNU dd with several forensic enhancements. Among these
on-the-fly hashing of the source, writing on multiple output
files, splittable output and flexible wiping pattern. It does not
provide direct I/O and relies on sequential read-write scheme.

3) dc3dd: finally we consider dc3dd [11], released in
2008 by Jesse Kornblum at the DoD Cyber Crime Center
(or DC3) of Air Force Office of Special Investigations. It is
a patched version of GNU dd aimed at forensic use. Besides
offering all the features discussed above, it has a very efficient
yet resource-demanding implementation, including overlap-
ping reads and writes. The program generates one thread for
reading, one for each output file and one more thread for each

hashing operation. Moreover, each thread allocates 64 buffers
that are used to exchange data among threads, resulting in a
non neglectable CPU time spent in memory copies.

Table I summarizes the features of the described tools.

Program dir I/O hash in hash out zero mult copies
GNU dd x
dd rescue x x
ddrescue x x
dcfldd x x x
dc3dd x x x x x
fastdd x x x x x

TABLE I
FEATURES OF THE CONSIDERED PROGRAMS. dir I/O: SUPPORT FOR
DIRECT I/O, hash in: SOURCE HASHING, hash out: DESTINATION(S)

HASHING, zero: ZERO THE BUFFER ON ERROR, mult copies: COPY THE
INPUT ON MULTIPLE DESTINATIONS.

VI. FASTDD , AN IMPROVED APPROCH

fastdd is designed to copy a (possibly damaged) file into
another following all the mandatory NIST prescriptions. It
supports hashing of both input and output data and it can
perform an on-the-fly preliminary data analysis. Moreover it
has been designed to be extensible. Users, in fact, can easily
implement their own modules extending a C++ interface,
inserting it in the skeleton of the program, which already
guarantees good copy performance and compliance to NIST
standards. The core features are discussed next.

A. Core Features
1) Copy: As previously mentioned, the main goal of

fastdd is to create digital copies of mass storages as
fast as possible. To fulfill this target, we exploit techniques
described in Section IV. In particular, by default, fastdd
copies data overlapping reads and writes, using large blocks
and directly accessing devices, so that it minimizes resource
utilization. Copy speed is therefore upper bounded from the
minimum between the cumulative bandwidth of devices and
the bandwidth of the bus to which they are connected.

2) Hashing: Hashing capabilities of fastdd relies on
OpenSSL library [12]. Hence, it supports a wide digest se-
lection, whose implementations are already optimized and
extensively tested. The program can compute multiple hash
digests for each file or single block both read and written. In
this way the user can choose which algorithm best fits her
requirements and her constraints (e.g., low CPU power).

3) Errors: Hashing each read and written block allows
fastdd to early detect possible writing errors. In fact it can
hash each written block, comparing its digest with the input
block hash. If a mismatch occurs, fastdd reports it and asks
the user how to proceed. In case of an I/O error the program
reads again the block with a sector-sized buffer, trying to read
a bad sector as many times as specified by user. Unread sectors
are filled by zero in the buffer.

4) Partition Tables: While copying a device, fastdd can
reconstruct its partition table, printing it at the end of the copy.
The feature can be accessed by the modules described in next
subsection.
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Fig. 2. Buffered vs Direct I/O, throughtput.

B. First Data Analysis and Modular Structure

As discussed in Section IV-D, to perform early investigation
or gather useful information for later analysis, the availability
of the data in memory during the copying process should
be exploited. To achieve this purpose, fastdd provides a
C++ interface which permits to create modules to analyze and
manipulate the data blocks during the copy. In particular, the
current version is released with three modules: a regex search
engine (based on the Boost regex library [13]), a dd-like
charset encoding converter and a compression facility (based
on zlib, [14]).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested the tool on a machine powered by an Intel
Celeron E3200@2.4GHz CPU with 4GB DDR3 RAM and
6 SAMSUNG SpinPoint F3 HD502HJ hard disks, running the
Debian wheezy OS featured by GNU/Linux 3.1.0-1 amd64
kernels (labeled as celeron). In all tests, we copied data from
disk to disk(s) accessing them as raw devices, to avoid file
system interference in time measurements.

A. Buffered vs Direct I/O

Figure 2 shows how direct access to disk outperforms
buffered I/O in terms of bandwidth and CPU load both in
general purpose programs like GNU dd and in optimized tools
like fastdd. Increasing the size of the involved blocks, as
stated in Section IV, leads to fewer OS calls, while a more
effective latency hiding yields a impressive performance boost.
Moreover, it should be noted that output buffering (via page
cache) heavily influences the copy speed.

Although GNU dd is strictly sequential – always reading a
block after the previous one has been written – the page cache
system succeeds in overlapping writes while read operations
are performed. In this way, the behavior of GNU dd using
direct reading and buffered writing is better than direct-to-
direct. However the buffering system requires additional copies
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fastdd: Direct I/O −> Direct I/O
fastdd: Direct I/O −> Buffered I/O
fastdd: Buffered I/O −> Direct I/O
fastdd: Buffered I/O −> Buffered I/O
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Fig. 3. Buffered vs Direct I/O, CPU load.

of data across the memory which leads to an high CPU usage
(see Fig. 3).

B. One-to-one Disk Copy

In the following comparison tests we use direct I/O for
all tools but dcfldd, which only supports buffered I/O. In
Figure 4 we can see that the buffering approach of dcfldd,
is profitable both in CPU usage and throughput, when reading
small blocks. Nevertheless direct access provides the best
absolute performance. Both fastdd and GNU dd reach good
throughputs with low CPU usage. dc3dd shows, instead, an
high CPU usage, probably due to its internal buffering system.
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Fig. 4. One-to-one disk copy, throughput.

C. One-to-one Disk Copy with Source SHA1 Hashing

The most frequent scenario is to acquire a digital media
while hashing its contents. We compare the three tools specif-
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Fig. 5. One-to-one disk copy, CPU load.
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Fig. 6. One-to-one disk copy with source hashing, throughput.

ically aimed at forensics, keeping GNU dd as touchstone1.
Figure 6 shows how dc3dd and fastdd reach the same
peak speed, but only for proper-sized blocks. fastdd still
exhibits the lowest CPU usage (see Figure 7). This is due to the
exploitation of the OpenSSL libraries: when fastdd copies
/dev/zero to /dev/null hashing the source, is between
4% and 18% faster than other competitors, being least CPU
demanding when blocks are greater than 16 KiB.

D. One-to-four Disk Copy with Source SHA1 Hashing

Users often need to make several copies of a device and
compute the integrity hash. Even in this case fastdd out-
performs the competitors, keeping a low CPU usage (Figures
8, 9). In particular it provides the same maximum bandwidth

1Invoking:
dd if=$input iflag=direct | tee $output | sha1sum
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Fig. 7. One-to-one disk copy with source hashing, CPU load.
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Fig. 8. One-to-four disk copy with source hashing, throughput.

as the one-to-one disk case with and without hashing and it
requires the least CPU time for buffer sizes larger than 64 KiB.

VIII. fastdd IN THE WILD

In Section VII we tested the selected programs on several
cases, with the aim of showing the opportunities and the
difficulties in the exploitation of hardware and operating
system. In this section we study real-life use cases – involving
both internal and external devices, connected by USB 2.0 –
to show that fastdd is the best choice. We consider as test
case one-to-one copy with source hashing, since it is the most
frequent case and every considered tool offers this feature.

We close this section repeating the same experiments on a
very cheap device, offering limited resources, to show how
fastdd can exploit every kind of computer, also embedded
systems.
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Fig. 9. One-to-four disk copy with source hashing, CPU load.

A. USB device and SSD to Internal Disk Copy

In this test we consider the acquisition of a USB key
(labeled uk), a USB external disk (labeled ud) and a SSD
(respectively 8 GB Dikom, Seagate ST350083 HDD 500GB
encased in a IOMEGA box, ADATA SSD S510 60GB) into a
internal hard disk (SAMSUNG SpinPoint F3 HD502HJ) The
three input devices represent common sources, moreover they
exhibit different behaviours, covering a wide range of case
studies. In fact, as inferable from Table II, they feature very
different combinations of latency and bandwidth.

Program latency read bandwidth write bandwidth
USB 2.0 Key ∼1 ms. 10-20 MB/s 5-10 MB/s
USB 2.0 HDD 5-13 msec. 20-40 MB/s 15-30 MB/s
7200 RPM HDD 4-12 msec. 80-130 MB/s 80-120MB/s
SSD 10-100 µs. 200-300 MB/s 150-230 MB/s

TABLE II
TYPICAL LATENCY AND BANDWIDTH OF DEVICES.

As for throughtput, in Figure 10 we see that in each
test there is a different winner. Nevertheless, in every case
fastdd is the program which requires less CPU (Figure 11),
varying no more than 5% from the best bandwidth. So, if no
a priori information on the system is available, fastdd is,
arguably, a good choice.

B. USB device to USB device Copy

In these experiments USB Key and USB Hard Disk are
copied on USB Hard Disk. We perform the tests connecting
all the devices to an USB hub, in order to obtain results com-
parable with low resources devices, featuring just one USB
channel. Figures 12 and 13 summarize the top performance
reached by the tools, representing respectively the throughput
and the CPU usage. fastdd turns out to be the faster,
exhibiting a low resource consumption (it always is in the
first two positions in this category).
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Fig. 10. SSD and USB devices to internal disk copy with source hashing,
throughput.
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Fig. 11. SSD and USB devices to internal disk copy with source hashing,
CPU load.

C. fastdd and Raspberry PI

Since in previous experiments fastdd exhibits a lower
resources usage than competitors, we run again some tests
of Section VIII on a embedded computer in order to study
fastdd behaviour on such devices. In particular we choose
the Raspberry PI (labeled rpi), a single-board computer with
ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz processor and 512 MB RAM,
released in 2011 by Raspberry PI Foundation [15]. Results
are summarized in Figures 12 and 13.

Again, fastdd results clearly faster than competitors per-
forming the copy with source hashing at a rate similar to a
normal computer. Since the copying process has a very low
CPU usage, most of the CPU can be allocated to the hashing
process, yielding a very high throughput. This example allows
to consider the idea of using Raspberry PI as an inexpensive
and portable imaging device.
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Fig. 12. USB to USB copy with source hashing, throughput.
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Fig. 13. USB to USB copy with source hashing, CPU load.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how a deep understanding of the hardware
and the OS can lead to performance improvements even in
well-known problems as data copying.
fastdd, exploiting such knowledge and wisely using sys-

tem resources, can quickly create disk images with a lower
CPU usage than its competitors.

User modules can take advantage of the CPU time that is
saved in the copying process, making fastdd more powerful
and attractive from a developer’s perspective.

Moreover, the low resource requirements, along with its
high performance, make fastdd suitable to be embedded in
small devices paving the road for an automatic disk imaging
box, as we shown with experiments on the Raspberry PI.
fastdd will be released under a GPL license [16] to

encourage support from the community; allowing third parties
to provide a number of modules specifically targeted at law
enforcement.
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